Air conditioning solutions for swimming pools of every type and size

Swimming pool climate
control with precise comfort technology
GEA Air Treatment | Customised feel-good climate

Air Treatment

Air Eco2nomy

A clear sign of the times
Investors, developers, planners and architects no longer ask
whether, but rather how they can improve the degree of sustainability of their building engineering.
Buildings are unique objects. Location, size, construction quality, and – increasingly – building engineering determine values
HVAC climate control is precision work in
temperature adjustment and conditioning of
the room air. Because only this allows us to
bring the best possible effectiveness into
harmony with maximum energy conservation.

and returns. The energetic state considerably gains in significance because buildings consume about 40% of global energy
and contribute to up to 21% of the worldwide greenhouse gas
emissions.
If the issue is about heating, cooling, cleaning, and dehumidifying air in swimming pools, GEA Air Treatment makes a real contribution to progress. Customised air conditioning and air treatment with the greatest possible reduction of energy consumption
over the entire service life of the equipment: this pays off in euros and cents, comfort, and work efficiency.
Solutions from GEA Air Treatment reliably satisfy all international standards for municipal swimming pools, clinical and
therapeutic baths, wellness and adventure pools, as well as private spas. They also perform outstandingly in the demanding
classification of the “Eurovent Compliance Committee for Air
Handling Units.” They furthermore set new standards for sustainability and perfect system integration.
Summarised under the concept Air Eco2nomy, this quality accounts for the technological advantages of GEA Air treatment.
Air Eco2nomy is more than a technology. It is an attitude which
creates values with a future: quality of life for residents and users. Protection of energy resources and our climate. Security for
investors and planners.

The chlorine or even briny air in swimming pools requires extremely robust climate-control systems. High dehumidification efficiency,
long service life, and energy saving operation are part of GEA Air Treatment solutions.

Air conditioning solutions for large and small swimming pools

Ideal values with sustainable
climate control
Large public swimming pools in continuous operation, wellness oases, pools in hotels and private dwellings with irregular utilisation and longer rest periods – what is agreeable for
bathers and epicures must be economical for investors and operators, and must be as environmentally compatible as possible to our energy resources.
The air conditioning of swimming pools and spas is one of the
most discriminating tasks of air treatment systems. Such systems produce a hall air temperature appropriate to the water temperature so that enthusiastic swimmers do not freeze outside of
the pool. They ensure that the air humidity is considered agreeable by visitors – and not muggy. The dehumidification also protects the building substance from mildew formation – here people and masonry profit equally from effective climate control.
The characteristics of from effective swimming pool air treat-

Wearing simple bathing suits, the majority of
people feel that about 30 °C room temperature
is agreeable – this is a couple of degrees more
than what swimming-pool water normally has.
This temperature difference is not only beneficial
for the bathers, it also keeps water evaporation
within reason. And it really feels nice when the
relative air humidity is correct: 55% to 60% are
ideal values.

ment are likewise required for private pools such as in hotels
and public spas. GEA Air Treatment offers a suitable solution for
all areas.
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Competence and experience

You can lean back and relax
with this know-how
Ever since 1969, GEA Air Treatment has been concerned with
the dehumidification of swimming pools. The first units with
their own heat-pump cycles were already developed in 1974 to
ensure high comfort and maximum energy conservation.
To create a genuine feel-good climate, you cannot succeed only
by adjusting the temperature: air humidity plays a prominent
role. Dehumidification units keep it to an agreeable level and
protect the building substance. If we speak about dehumidification, we do not mean that the goal is merely dry air. Our facilities ensure that the air humidity is appropriate to room temperature. 55% relative humidity at 30°C is the optimum for people
as well as masonry.
Fresh air can also ensure a suitable moisture content in the private areas. Skilful dosing permits a pleasant value, but the air
exchange brings with it the loss of thermal energy. Furthermore
the cool inflowing air must be heated up to a pleasant temperature again. For larger facilities, this reasonably priced ventilaHigh performance in dehumidification

tion system turns out to be the heating-cost driver in spring and

and temperature adjustment for

fall as well as winter. For this reason, dehumidifying plants have

compact dimensions

become popular which condition the air of swimming pool are-

Energy saving operation by demand-

as and thus save up to 82% of the heating energy compared to

driven equipment configuration

the air-handling principle.

Durable dehumidification owing
to harmonised corrosion protection

The high demands on material strength are satisfied by GEA Air

measures

Treatment solutions with tried and tested materials and corro-

Reduced wear of equipment and

sion-preventive measures harmonised to each individual case.

buildings thanks to effective

For instance, the air in normal indoor swimming pools is less

dehumidification

aggressive than that in brine or sea water spas with saline air.
Here the special equipment of the units ensures additional protection as well as long service life. Dehumidification models from
GEA Air Treatment are fitted with modern technology for low
energy consumption. Equipped with heat pumps, they permit
economical handling of resources and keep operating costs low.
The rest is carried out by the control system, which can select
the optimal operating mode depending on the opening times or
the current air humidity. Only that performance is required
which is especially necessary– this is also Air Eco2nomy.
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Dehumidification systems from GEA Air Treatment keep the balance: they protect the
building substance from excessively humid climate without allowing the air to become
too dry. In this atmosphere, swimming pool users experience all-round comfort.
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Whether private or public: suitable climate control must be considered at an early stage for smaller
swimming pools as well. GEA Air Treatment supports you with know-how in the planning phase,
including all the relevant aspects.
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Private and small pools

Feel-good climate
in a private atmosphere
A dream house with a swimming pool – the fascination of
planning the pool size, tiling colours, and interior design. But
it pays to think about the climate at an early stage, because it
largely determines how comfortable you later feel in your wellness oasis.
Planning private and small pools with

If the designer plans air dehumidification or climate control, he

up to 50 m water surface:

knows that private swimming pools have long intermediate pe-
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riods when they are not in use. This is taken into account in the
Planning according to VDI 2089

design, since during this time the units can reproduce the in-

Consideration of all conditions

door climate and thus prevent mildew infestation of the build-

Determination of the ideal values for

ing substance. It is easy to determine how large the dehumidi-

the proposed swimming pool on the

fying plant should be based on design diagrams. However,

basis of configuration diagrams

additional facilities such as whirlpools or counterflow equipment

Consideration and observance of all

must be considered in the selection of units, since they cause

hygiene constraints

stronger evaporation and hence greater air humidity. The VDI

Energy-efficient operating concept

directive 2089 supports the planning effort here.

combining sustainability and comfort
Installation of the units with solutions

Different routes can lead to feel-good climate in the wellness area.

near to the pool or on the rear wall

Which ones are worth your while depends on individual prefer-

Planning support of specialists from

ence and the premises. If you want to use your pool primarily

GEA Air Treatment

for sport and like to swim your laps through the length of the

GEA service technicians available

basin, then it is sufficient to install a cabinet unit in the vicini-

Europe-wide

ty of the pool itself. If the swimming pool is also to provide a
comfortable atmosphere for longer stays, then rear wall installations or a central arrangement are certainly an idea worth considering. Also the controlled supply of fresh outside air adds to
a quality climate. And if you consider energetic aspects, you
could possibly consider a pool water heat exchanger.
With careful planning and consideration of all conditions, you
can simply implement your desire for an individual dream pool
with equipment from GEA Air Treatment.
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GEA Fricostar F800 combines form and function in an elegant manner. Timeless white – with adjustable silver grey air discharge grille –
fits into practically every environment. The cabinet unit is also alternatively available in RAL colours. Architecturally, it can be optimally
integrated into the surroundings, if required also as hidden rear wall solution with especially low noise emission.

[30 °C]
GEA Fricostar F800 > Optimal climate for small and private spas

[Constant 55% rel. humidity]
[30 °C air] [28 °C water]
[800 m3/h air volume inflow]
Flexible, modern, reliable, and easy on resources

[28 °C]
800 m3/h
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55%

Private and small spas

GEA Fricostar F800 –
the cabinet unit
Small and private spas also require a technical room – a decisive cost component. And it should blend in visually without
difficulty.
The GEA Fricostar F800 brings the required components into a

Advantages of GEA Fricostar F800:

compact enclosure. The device is suitable for the typical prevailing conditions (28 °C in the water, 30 °C in the air and 55% rel.

Secure, reliable dehumidification

humidity) of the home pool for a basin with approx. 40 m area.

Up to 60% energy savings through heat

Thanks to its splashproof construction (safety protection class

recovery compared to conventional ventilation

IPX5), the F800 can be set up in even relatively close proximity

Up to 60% energy cost reduction

to the pool edge (VDI 0100, protected zone). With about 29 cm

Environmentally benign refrigerant

depth, it does not takes up much space. Optional components –

Individually configurable and flexible in

for instance auxiliary heating – ensure a comfortable climate,

installation

for instance by operation with a fresh air rate.

Handsome design and modern technology
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Optical integration in the swimming pool
Dehumidification in a condensation dryer typically employed in

design

private pools requires a refrigerating compressor. This device

Service and planning support from

cools the air down below the dew point, so that the air can no

GEA Air Treatment

longer retain moisture. The water then precipitates on cold sur-

800 m3/h air volume

faces as condensation and drains away. Thanks to integrated heat

Recirculated air dehumidification with optional

recovery, the air can again be brought up to temperature before

fresh air connections

it flows back into the hall. Or the thermal energy helps to keep
the water temperature constant with the optional pool water condenser.
Whether with or without pool water condenser, additional options for the control, the drive, or the filter – every device is like
a perfectly fitting tailor-made suit, individually designed and assembled for maximum comfort in your swimming pool.

Cabinet units such as the GEA Fricostar F800 are
compact and easy to install. One only needs an
electric power connection and a connection for the
condensation water. Thanks to the splash
protection (construction type IPX5), installation
near the pool is not a problem. You will find
detailed information on GEA Fricostar F800
in our product brochure.
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Public and larger spas

First-rate climate for relaxed
enjoyment of leisure time
What is right and important for smaller spas is absolutely
mandatory for large swimming pools: meticulous planning.
Also true for large pools or wellness and therapeutic facilities:
the warm room air is permanently being enriched with water
vapour. In a short time, a muggy greenhouse climate arises without sufficient climate control.
However, different from smaller private pools, there are only a
few rest periods which can be employed for dehumidification.
In order to prevent damage to the building and installations, dehumidification is especially important. In former times there
was an easy way out: a fan with an outside air connection simply regularly exhausted the moist air and conveyed it outside.
But this involved large quantities of energy being wasted by heat
extraction.
Today we first remove the moisture in the air with a heat pump
and heat recovery, catch the arising condensate and drain it off
Planning public and large spas

into a waste water system. The heat simultaneously removed

with more than 50 m 2 pool area:

from the air is resupplied to the now dry air and released into
the swimming pool area. As a rule, this cycle suffices to main-

Planning and intelligent DDC energy

tain the room temperature to the correct level and even addition-

saving control according to VDI 2089

ally to gain heating energy for pool water heating.

Energy-efficient and economic operating
concept

The developments of GEA Air Treatment satisfy all demands on

Perfect air conditioning for an optimal

a modern climate control technology. Owing to its commercial

feel-good climate

operation management, the energy saving characteristics, and a

Corrosion protection class for every

long service life, the life cycle costs are correspondingly low.

application (also brine and thermal
spas with high salt content)
Hygiene-compliant versions (ILH)
Verified technical data
(Eurovent and RLT)
Planning support by specialists from
GEA Air Treatment
GEA service technicians available
all over Europe
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GEA solutions for public and large swimming pools are characterised by high cost effectiveness; they conserve valuable
resources and ensure that small and big water lovers everywhere are totally in their element.
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Public and large pools

GEA CAIRfricostar – the climatecontrol unit with heat recovery
Advantages of GEA CAIRfricostar:

If you want to not only dehumidify your swimming pool or
public baths, but also want climate control of the air, then you

Highly effective heat recovery with high

can succeed especially comfortably and energy-efficiently with

efficiencies (> 82%)

the central air conditioning units of GEA Air Treatment. The

Individual, tailor-made, and durable units

GEA CAIRfricostar has the broadest pallet of dehumidifiers

with resource-friendly technology

and the most extensive choice of models for indoor swimming

Low investment, operating, and

pools on the European market.

maintenance costs
Modular construction, complete system

GEA CAIRfricostar air handling units ensure very high efficien-

solution, and space saving units

cy and systematic air exchange. The air is evacuated on one hall

Reliable functioning for all climatic

side and resupplied on the opposite side. The admixing of fresh

conditions and constant performance

air according to VDI 2089 improves the air quality. Perfected

in the entire temperature range

controls optimally permit the operation of the facilities – hence

Performance ratings for all pool areas

also with as little energy as possible – while maintaining the de-

available

sired air parameters. GEA CAIRfricostar air handling units are

For air volumes from 750 to 45,000 m /h

very quiet in operation and marked by their modular design.

Low internal air velocity

With their small entry openings, they also qualify for subse-

Cold-bridge-free design

quent retrofitting. The modular technology allows the creation

with quality components

of an individual solution for every application case.
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Top hygiene standard (also suitable
for clinic and rehabilitation applications)

All air handling units are equipped with highly efficient heat re-

according to VDI 6022

covery systems which ensure high amortisation. The GEA CAIRfricostar series consists of unit types with heat recovery and additional heat-pump circuits as well as unit types with heat
recovery without an additional heat pump. The equipment engineering is designed in such a way that reheating with the inhouse heating system can be reduced to a minimum. All unit
types are available as outside and inside solutions and function
reliably as climate-control all-round solutions including MSR
technology. Intelligent DDC control devices with an internal
CAN bus and trilingual operating terminal with alphanumeric
display ensure the greatest flexibility. The connection terminal
is designed for diverse building services management systems
such as BACnet, LON-Bus, MOD-Bus, OPC, or OSPA. The tech-

Equipped with resource-friendly technology, the
modular GEA CAIRfricostar air handling units are
optimally suitable for the dehumidification and air
conditioning of large swimming pools and halls.
Furthermore the GEA Fricostar Micro provides
a compact and ready-to-install device in smaller
dimensions with the same features. You will find
detailed information in our product brochure.
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nology furthermore permits an internet and mobile phone interface.

Comfortable private swimming pools, hotel pools, wellness and therapy facilities or public halls and adventure pools:
GEA CAIRfricostar air handling units are optimally suited for every application case. A controlled share fraction of fresh air
in connection with different heat recovery systems keeps your operating costs within bounds

55%

[30 °C]
GEA CAIRfricostar > Optimal climate for large pools and public spas

[Constant 55% rel. humidity]
[30 °C air]
[28 °C water]
[8,000 m3/h air volume inflow]
Modular, individual, powerful, and energy-efficient

[28 °C]

8,00o m3/h
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References

What we are proud of
GEA Air Treatment unites know-how acquired from numerous projects from small therapy pools in hospitals up to the
vast leisure time and adventure pool in the Center Parc. Here
we present an excerpt of our references.

Hotel Neuklostersee, Nakenstorf

Rhine-Ruhr-Bad, Duisburg-Hamborn

Piscinas Olimpicas de Funchal,

Pool und steam bath, air conditioned

Unit with heat recovery and connec-

Portugal

with GEA Fricostar F800

tions to building services manage-

Special units with cooling system

Schlosshotel Münchhausen, Aerzen

ment system

and heat recovery

Unit with heat recovery, heat pump

Olympia swimming pool in Seefeld,

City swimming pool Pelt, Overpelt,

and connections to building services

Austria

Netherlands

management system

Unit with heat recovery, heat pump

Unit with heat recovery

and connections to the building

and heat pump

services management system
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Olympia swimming pool, in Berlin

Swimming pool, in Pocking

Center Parcs, in Bispinger Heide

Unit with heat recovery

Wellness oasis, air conditioned

Unit with double-plate heat

Hotel Hilton, in Frankfurt

with GEA Fricostar F800

exchanger in weatherproof design

Unit with heat recovery

Swimming pool, in Menden

Hotel Adlon Spa, in Berlin

and heat pump

Wellness oasis, air conditioned

Unit with refrigeration system

with GEA Fricostar F800

(heat-pump circuit)

Image brochure
Application brochures
Product brochures
Data & Facts and operation manuals
(available only as PDF)

You are on this level of our documentation structure. You can order at no charge
from the first 3 levels as printed copies, under:

info@gea-airtreatment.com.

You can download all brochures as PDF files from the following Internet site:
www.gea-airtreatment.com.
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Customer proximity, sales structures

Reachable always and everywhere!

B

BG

GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
A-4673 Gaspoltshofen
Tel. +43 / 7735 / 8000-0

D

GEA Happel Belgium N. V.
B-1130 Brussels
Tel. +32 / 2 / 2406161

D

EVISS Ltd.
BG-7000 Rousse
Tel . +359 / 82 / 81000

BIH GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 3193955
BY

GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060

CH ATC Klimatec Schweiz AG
CH-3065 Bolligen-Station
Tel. +41 / 31 / 9171919
CZ

GEA Klimatizace spol. s r.o.
CZ-46312 Liberec
Tel. +420 / 48 / 5225-303

D

GEA Happel
Klimatechnik GmbH
D-44625 Herne
Tel. +49 / 2325 / 468-00

D

D

GEA Happel
Wieland GmbH
D-44625 Herne
Tel. +49 / 2325 / 468-754
GEA Deichmann
Umwelttechnik GmbH
D-36179 Bebra
Tel. +49 / 6622 / 504-0

GEA Delbag-Luftfilter
Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-10709 Berlin
Tel. +49 / 30 / 43592-3

DK

GEA Klimateknik ApS
DK-2610 Rødovre
Tel . +45 / 38 / 887070

E

GEA Air Treatment
Marketing Services Int.
GmbH – oficina España
E-28036 Madrid
Tel. +34 / 91 / 3837701

EST GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060
F

GEA LVZ, a.s.
CZ-46312 Liberec
Tel. +420 / 48 / 5225-111

CZ

GEA Delbag
Lufttechnik GmbH
D-44625 Herne
Tel. +49 / 2325 / 468-700

F

GEA Delbag
Filtration de l‘air
F-77450 Montry
Tel. +33 / 1 / 60043355
GEA Happel France sarl
F-59436 Roncq Cedex
Tel. +33 / 3 / 20689020

FIN OY TEKNOCALOR AB
FIN-01300 Vantaa
Tel. + 358 / 10 / 8201100
GB

GEA Denco Ltd.
UK-HR4 8DS Hereford
Tel. +44 / 1432 / 277 277

H

HR

IE

GEA Klimatechnika Kft
H-1037 Budapest
Tel. +36 / 1 / 4393200

P

Nónio, Lda.
P-1269-090 Lisboa
Tel. +351 / 21 / 3826160

GEA Klima-rashladna
tehnika d.o.o.
HR-10000 Zagreb
Tel. +385 / 1 / 6064900

PL

GEA Klimatyzacja Sp. z o.o.
PL-54610 Wroclaw
Tel. +48 / 71 / 3737952

RO

GEA Klimatechnik s.r.l.
RO-300222 Timisoara
Tel. +40 / 356 / 423703

Aspect Environmental Ltd.
Ardee, Co. Louth Ireland
Tel. +353 / 41 / 6858983

IS

Rafn Jensson
IS-110 Reykjavik
Tel. +354 / 56 / 780-30

L

GEA Happel Luxembourg
L-4940 Bascharage
Tel. +352 / 26 / 502970

LT

LV

GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060
GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060

MWE GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
RS-110 70 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 3193955

RUS GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
RU-105094 Moskva
Tel. +7 / 495 / 9566674
S

SK

GEA EXOS Ventilation AB
S-74528 Enköping
Tel. +46 / 171 / 85530
GEA Klimatizácia s.r.o.
SK-83104 Bratislava
Tel. +421 / 7 / 44457917

SLO GEA Klimatizacijska
Tehnika d.o.o.
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Tel. +386 / 1 / 2573850
SRB GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 3193955
TR

N

GEA Klimaprodukter AS
N-0484 Oslo
Tel. +47 / 220 / 27990

NL

GEA Happel Nederland B.V. UA
NL-2909 LL
Capelle a/d Ijssel
UAE
Tel. +31 / 10 / 2350606

GEA ISISAN
TR-80700
Balmumcu Istanbul
Tel. +90 / 212 / 2757171
GEA Ukraina t.o.v.
UA-01135 Kyiv
Tel. +38 / 044 / 4619356
GEA Air Treatment
Middle East
UAE-Dubai
Tel. +971 / 4 / 887 3881

The complete addresses are available on the
Internet under: www.gea-air-eco2nomy.com.

www.gea-air-eco2nomy.com
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